Global Scholars
Application

Name: ___________________________  Student email: ___________________________

Answer the following two questions via email. Submit to Melanie Arias (marias@windwardschool.org) by the end of the school day on May 3, 2021. The application will be reviewed by members of the Global team, and marks the beginning of an ongoing conversation about your chosen path as a Global Scholar. Global Scholars is a program open to rising 10th graders enrolling in Honors Global Studies and to rising 11th graders who are currently enrolled in Global Studies Honors.

Short Answers: Please tell us why you would make a good Global Scholar. Be sure to address the following:

1. What experiences, interests, and/or goals in your life make becoming a Global Scholar important to you?
2. How will you manage a Global Scholar’s added commitment of time along with other interests and activities?

You may also include anything you feel is important for the committee to know about you as it makes its decision. Limit your responses to 300 words.

Extended Written Statement:
Consider a reading, event, speaker, interaction, current event or other experience that has influenced what you think about our global society and your role in it. You may draw on any experience, including those from Honors Global Studies that have been meaningful. Describe that experience and explain how it has influenced your understanding and thinking. Your response should be between 300-500 words.

I certify that I have read the Global Scholars Program Description and discussed my participation with my parents. I understand the requirements of this program, including the coursework, travel/immersion, service, and other components. I also understand that, if accepted, I may be removed from the Global Scholars Program if I fail to remain in good standing academically or behaviorally. This application represents my own work.

Student’s Signature: ___________________________  Parent’s Signature: ___________________________